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in agneepath, i got a chance to work with both the directors - dharma and shashank. i have
worked with dharma for the last two years and he is a great director. while composing for
singham, i have learnt how to compose catchy numbers. as a musician, the directors are
open to all genres and styles. i am also very comfortable with the retro sound of marathi
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music. i have learnt a lot from the 70's and 80's composers like s d burman, r d burman,
laxmikant pyarelal, and kalyanji anandji. in the case of chikni chameli, i needed a tune
which would become popular. we had to take the song to marathi film lovers. it was no

easy task since the song needed to be catchy. we tried our best to ensure that the viewers
would be able to sing it at any time of the day. we were excited to work on this film.

agneepath was a film where the director wanted to explore the issues of one's coming of
age. the music that we composed for the movie was influenced by the emerging sounds of
the 80's. we started composing for the movie around december 2011. the movie is a multi-
layered story, with five interwoven stories in the first 20 minutes. we had to make sure that

we had composers who could deliver what the director wanted. as the film is full of
suspense, the music had to be intense but at the same time expressive. we used the team
of musicians from masti diaries for agneepath's music. we got to know the team when we

worked on masti diaries. the team is a popular band with a large fan base. they are a
pleasant bunch of guys who are busy with their professional lives. 5ec8ef588b
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